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mission electron microscopy (TEM). In a 1992 review arti-
cle covering over 20 years of experience, Nii provided aINTRODUCTION
diagram of aberrant capsid structures seen in the TEM
Thirty-five years ago, the icosahedral structure of the
studies of several different herpesviruses (Fig. 1). Nii noted
herpes simplex viral (HSV) particle was reported by Wildy
that the cores of HSV nucleocapsids usually were uni-
et al. (1960) in this journal. Their work was based on
formly electron dense, except for the occasional emptystudies published 1 year earlier by Horne et al. (1959),
cores, while those of certain other herpesviruses, such as
who described the icosahedral nature of the adenovirus.
VZV and THV, often displayed what can be called ‘‘pin-
Wildy et al. (1960) examined the HSV capsid with nega-
wheel’’ or ‘‘hubcap’’ configurations in their cores (Fig. 1).
tive staining techniques and determined the structure
Their origin has remained a mystery.
to be icosahedral, based on the criterion of equilateral
In a recent analysis of VZV assembly, we investigated
triangular facets indicating a regular polyhedron. That
the egress of VZV particles from the nucleus to the outer
this structure was not an octahedron or a tetrahedron
cell membrane (Harson and Grose, 1995). Although not
was apparent because the capsid had a roughly hexago-
a major emphasis of the above report, we also docu-
nal profile and points of fivefold symmetry were dis-
mented the structure of the particles in the nucleus of
cerned. Wildy et al. (1960) also established the icosahe-
infected cells. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we observed a
dron as having 5:3:2 axial symmetry and estimated a
large number of aberrant nucleocapsids and confirmed
requirement for 162 capsomeres within a single HSV
previous findings (Cook and Stevens, 1970; Nii, 1971,capsid. The 162 capsomeres consisted of 150 hexameric
1992). Of interest, we noted that the percentage of aber-
units and 12 pentameric units, with the pentameric units
rant nucleocapsids appeared greater when the same
being located at each of the 12 vertices within the icosa-
VZV strain was grown in human diploid lung cells rather
hedral structure. Like Wildy et al. (1960), other virologists
than in human melanoma cells, a tumor cell line (Grose,
selected HSV as the prototype for early studies of her-
1980). In this regard, Nii (1992) had propagated VZV in
pesviral structure and multiplication (Roizman and
a simian cell line when he observed numerous aberrant
Roane, 1964; Nii et al., 1968). Envelopment of the capsid
capsids. These observations suggested the possibility
was necessary for infectivity (Smith, 1965).
that formation of aberrant VZV nucleocapsids was at
In 1962, Almeida et al. (1962) reported that the varicella–
least partially dependent on the cell substrate, a finding
zoster virus (VZV) exhibited a similar icosahedral morphol-
not previously reported. Because of apparent differences
ogy, when examined by negative staining. However, by
in the structure of HSV and VZV capsids, we turned to
the early 1970s, virologists observed that herpesviruses
three-dimensional (3-D) computer modeling to further an-such as VZV and turkey herpesvirus (THV) often produced
alyze the nature of the anomaly in VZV particles. The
what were described as aberrant nucleocapsids when
computer models not only provide surprising insight
propagated in cell culture (Cook and Stevens, 1970; Nii,
about VZV capsid core structure, they also suggest that
1971; Nazerian et al., 1971). In contrast with prototypic
the diversity in intranuclear capsid structure may be
HSV nucleocapsids, aberrant VZV and THV nucleocapsids
much greater among herpesviruses other than HSV.
did not contain the typical electron-dense cores within the
two-dimensional (2-D) cross section observed by trans-
COMPUTER-GENERATED MODELING OF VZV
NUCLEOCAPSIDS
1 To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad-
An icosahedron model for the VZV nucleocapsid wasdressed at University Hospital, 2501 JCP, 200 Hawkins Drive, Iowa City,
IA 52242. Fax: (319) 356-4855. created with the connectivity algorithm for vertices of a
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core is shown in Fig. 3. We recognize the observation
by Booy et al. (1991) that packaged DNA may extend
radially to the inner surface of the HSV capsid shell. Yet,
for purposes of modeling, we needed to assign a specific
size to the DNA nucleoid; the data do not imply any
protein shell around the core (Schrag et al., 1989). The
3-D model of the aberrant VZV nucleocapsid is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The prototypic model fits the definition of a C
particle in the HSV literature (Gibson and Roizman, 1972),
while the VZV particle with an aberrant core has no corre-
sponding lettered form in the HSV literature. Even though
we do not yet know whether the latter particle contains
viral DNA, for uniformity we have called the particle a
nucleocapsid within this text. A small number of VZV
particles which contain no material in their core probably
correspond to the A capsid in the HSV literature; these
forms were not modeled.
ARTIFICIAL SECTIONING OF THE PROTOTYPIC
NUCLEOCAPSID
FIG. 1. Morphological comparison of nucleocapsid cores among Simulation of the type of serial sectioning performed
herpesviruses. Twelve herpesviruses were examined by electron mi- in electron microscopy was accomplished by con-
croscopy. They included the following: herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1), structing a series of planes which intersected the icosa-
herpes simplex virus 2 (HSV-2), pseudorabies virus (PRV), varicella–
hedron model at evenly spaced intervals. The points ofzoster virus (VZV), Epstein –Barr virus (EBV), human herpesvirus 6
intersection between the icosahedron and any given(HHV-6), cytomegalovirus (CMV), Marek’s disease virus 1 (MDV-1),
Marek’s disease virus 2 (MDV-2), turkey herpesvirus (THV), infectious cross-sectional plane were selected in order to construct
laryngotracheitis virus (ILTV), and rabbit Herpesvirus cuniculi (HC). The a series of planar polygonal line segments. Subse-
pinwheel or hubcap forms were particularly evident with VZV, THV, and quently, these planar polygonal line segments were used
ILTV. CMV had two different aberrant cores with either six-beaded or
to create the 2-D surfaces that would be visible at anyfive-beaded concentric internal rings. In addition to the aberrant forms
given cross section; thereafter, an orthographic render-shown in the figure, all herpesviruses grown in cell culture produce
some prototypic capsids with electron-dense cores. With permission ing of each cross-sectional surface was obtained.
of the publisher and author (Nii, 1992). The processing of the two icosahedron models as de-
scribed resulted in two series of digital images (volumet-
ric datasets), one volumetric data set per model. These
platonic solid (Neider et al., 1993). The resulting polygo-
datasets were imported into VoxBlast (University of Iowa
nal surfaces for the icosahedron were then imported into
Image Analysis Facility) running on a Silicon Graphics
Alias Studio modeling and rendering software (Alias Re-
Indigo2 workstation. First, the prototypic nucleocapsid
search Inc., Toronto, Ontario, Canada) running on a Sili-
model was artificially sectioned to obtain a series of 2-
con Graphics Indigo2 R4400 workstation (Silicon Graph-
D slices at regularly spaced intervals to simulate serial
ics, Mountain View, CA) for processing. Two original 3-
sectioning of viral capsids in electron microscopy. The
D versions of the icosahedron model were created in
sections were obtained along all three axes of symmetry
our Image Analysis Facility. The first version contained
(5:3:2). Examples of this simulated sectioning of a proto-a single sphere located at the centroid of an icosahedron.
typic nucleocapsid is illustrated in Fig. 5. Of interest,
Because the aberrant particles had a regularity to their
sectioning along the 5-axis clearly demonstrated why the
appearance and because the vertices were likely sites
prototypic particle appears circular in a usual electron
of ingress of any electron-dense material, we modeled
micrograph. For example, Nii portrayed all his nucleocap-
a second version of the nucleocapsid which contained
sids as circles (Nii, 1992). Only when the modeled nu-
12 small spheres equivalent in size, 1 located in each of
cleocapsid was sectioned along either the 3-axis or the
the vertices of an icosahedron. Spheres were selected
2-axis did it have six obvious sides (Fig. 5).
to represent the clustered particulate matter observed
by TEM within the core of an aberrant particle. The com-
ARTIFICIAL SECTIONING OF THE ABERRANT
puter models were constructed so that the volume of the
NUCLEOCAPSID
core of the first version was equivalent to the total
volume contained in the 12 smaller spheres in the sec- The above procedures were repeated with the com-
puter model of the aberrant nucleocapsid. In each axisond version.
The 3-D model of the prototypic VZV nucleocapsid and of symmetry, the model was sectioned with a constant
/ m4655$7614 11-16-95 10:53:08 vira AP-Virology
FIG. 2. Aberrant particles in VZV-infected human diploid lung cells. The micrograph is an illustration of VZV-infected human diploid lung cells
with advanced cytopathology. About 250 viral particles were visible in the nucleus (N) of the cell; over 95% had aberrant core structures, similar to
those shown in Fig. 1 in the VZV row (arrowheads). About 5% of the capsids had an empty core and even fewer had a prototypical electron-dense
core. No enveloped particles were seen in the cytoplasm (C). Electron microscopy methods were described by Harson and Grose (1995). Magnification
bar, 500 nm.
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FIG. 6. Simulated sectioning of an aberrant VZV nucleocapsid. A 3-D model of the aberrant nucleocapsid illustrated in Fig. 4 was sectioned along
its 5-axis and 2-axis of symmetry. Sections 1 – 6 represent 6 of 10 serial sections along the 5-axis. The 7th structure represents a 15% slice through
the center of the 5-axis; this structure was empty because it was sectioned through a portion of the icosahedron that did not possess vertices.
The 8th structure represents a capsid cut in half at its center and oriented from a viewpoint looking directly into the bottom half. Sections 9 – 11
represent selected slices along the 2-axis; they demonstrate images with two, four, and six densities in the vertices.
cutting distance which was equal to 10% of the height commonly seen in electron micrographs of aberrant VZV
nucleocapsids. The typical cutting thickness for a TEMof the structure when the 5-axis was considered the top
of the cutting plane. Figure 6 includes 6 of 10 possible section ranges from 80 to 100 nm, a distance which
correlates with 80 to 100% of the diameter of the nucleo-2-D slices based on the 5-axis of symmetry of an aberrant
nucleocapsid core (arrows 1– 6). The 7th structure repre- capsid. Actual micrographs, therefore, would be more
closely represented by several computer sectionssents a 15% slice through the center of the capsid when
viewed on its 5-axis; this section misses all 12 vertices stacked atop one another or by the 8th structure which
represents 50% of a capsid.so the image appears to be that of an empty core. The
8th structure represents 50% of the capsid and is oriented Computer-generated panels of 2-D sectioning along
the 2-axis and 3-axis were also created. Figure 6 includesfrom a point of view looking directly into the half capsid.
The latter structure forms the pinwheel arrangement three panels along the 2-axis, in order to demonstrate
/ m4655$7614 11-16-95 10:53:08 vira AP-Virology
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FIG. 5. Simulated sectioning of a prototypic VZV nucleocapsid. The figure includes six computer-generated sections taken from a 3-D representation
of a prototypic nucleocapsid shown in Fig. 3. Sections in the left column represent slices through the center of the capsid, after removing the top
and bottom of the icosahedron. The thickness of the sample was equal to one-half of the distance from vertex to opposing vertex of the capsid.
Sections in the right column represent the bottom one-half of the capsid. Once again, the cutting thickness was based on one-half of the distance
from vertex to vertex of the capsid. In both columns the capsids were arranged according to the 5-, 3-, and 2-axes of symmetry; these numbers
are designated in the center of the figure. Note also the shape of the perimeter of each capsid. Capsids that were sectioned through the 2- or 3-
axis appear more hexagonal, while capsids sectioned from the perspective of the 5-axis appear almost circular.
that cross sectioning of the aberrant nucleocapsid could each simulated slice of a nucleocapsid is an actual elec-
tron micrograph of a VZV particle, for comparison. A sec-produce images which have densities localized to two,
four, or six of the vertices (arrows 9– 11). In fact, Fig. 1 tion along the 3-axis may account for occasional nucleo-
capsids with two regions of electron density adjacentillustrates capsids with four densities as examples from
both THV and ILTV. Additional representative slices to opposing vertices, taking into consideration that the
spheres at either end could have merged. Alternatively,along the 5-axis (Fig. 7A), the 3-axis (Fig. 7C), and the 2-
axis (Fig. 7E) of symmetry are represented in Fig. 7, along the capsid in Fig. 7D may be modeled by the computer
image shown in Fig. 6, arrow 9. Slices along the 2-axiswith a slice of a prototypic nucleocapsid (Fig. 7G). Below
/ m4655$7614 11-16-95 10:53:08 vira AP-Virology
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FIG. 7. Comparison of simulated and actual representations of the VZV nucleocapsid. The diagram contains computer representations of abnormal
and normal capsids, as well as the corresponding capsids observed in electron micrographs. Panels A, C, E, and G were created by artificial
sectioning of the computer models. Sections A, C, and E were obtained along the 5-, 3-, and 2-axes of symmetry, respectively, and represent one-
half of an aberrant capsid, while panel G represents one-half of a prototypic nucleocapsid. Each panel in the bottom row includes an actual electron
micrograph of a capsid corresponding to the simulated capsid directly above it in the top row.
of symmetry explain nucleocapsids which exhibit six cloned the six HSV capsid genes (UL18, UL19, UL26,
points of electron density within a core (Fig. 7F). Yet, UL26.5, UL35, and UL38) in baculovirus and expressed
the most frequently observed aberrant structure is the the products in insect cells, to form an authentic HSV
pinwheel form which represents a slice along the 5-axis capsid (Thomsen et al., 1994). They observed that UL26.5
of the icosahedron (Fig. 7B). This predilection may be gene product (also called VP22a) was necessary to form
due to the fact that the 5-axis has a large surface area the inner core of the B capsid. When some of these
and capsids may be frequently oriented with the 5-axis products were omitted from the insect cell expression
pointing vertically when samples are sectioned en face. system, incomplete capsid shells were formed. Yet the
In summary, the 2-D simulated sections of the computer- incomplete HSV forms did not resemble the aberrant VZV
generated 3-D model of the aberrant VZV capsid provide capsids.
an explanation for the unusual nucleocapsid cores visu- What then is the cause of the aberrant VZV nucleo-
alized by TEM. capsid? Since the percentage of aberrant particles var-
ies with cell type, the VZV genome must contain all
IMPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER MODELING required capsid genes. Therefore, we speculate that
the difference between the prototypic and the aberrantComputer modeling of the aberrant VZV nucleocapsid
capsid depends on packaging mechanisms, which inis relevant to two active areas of herpesviral research:
turn may be influenced by the cell substrate. We pre-(i) capsid structure and encapsidation of viral DNA and
sume in the prototypic VZV nucleocapsid that an as-(ii) herpesvirus as immunogens. In the first situation, the
sembly protein is processed and a full-length DNA ge-modeling data complement the elegant studies from the
nome is packaged through a single vertex into the cap-laboratories of Brown, Homa, and Steven. Newcomb et
sid, based on the HSV model (Newcomb and Brown,al. (1993) greatly expanded the original studies of HSV
1994; Thomsen et al., 1994). We suggest two possibleicosahedron structure by defining the actual polypeptide
mechanisms to account for the aberrant VZV capsids:components of the pentons and the triplexes. They also
a defect in full-length DNA synthesis or an accumula-showed that treatment with 6.0 M urea quantitatively re-
tion of the assembly protein. The fact that short seg-moved the pentons from the capsid vertices, but the ico-
sahedral structure was preserved. The Homa laboratory ments of viral DNA can enter a capsid has been dem-
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onstrated by Vlazny et al. (1982) in the HSV model, but fact that THV in a cell-free state is a less efficacious
vaccine than THV given as an infected cell preparationsimilar studies have not been performed in the various
VZV systems. Alternatively, there may be a defect in (Calnek, 1982). Thus, these common alterations in cap-
sid structure and/or DNA packaging may contribute todistribution of the VZV assembly protein, whereby the
protein collects in the vertices of the core. For example, the reduced pathogenicity of VZV and THV live attenu-
ated vaccines.earlier studies of CMV capsids from the Gibson labora-
tory are compelling. They showed that CMV capsids
with aberrant cores were easily induced when CMV ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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